


I will address the last, FOCUS as applied 
to Astronomy; Viewing and Imaging 

First, Lets ‘get’ to the Focal Point, 
Establish some basic concepts 



Snell’s Law 

n1 Sin(θ1) = n2 Sin(θ2) 

Index of Refraction 
relates to velocity within 

the medium 

Monochromatic Light 



The Index of Refraction is not 
constant but varies with wavelength Snell’s Law within a Prism 

Visible Light 





Note 3 
determining 
Ray Traces 



Corrected by installing 
a Limiting Aperture 

Corrected by additional 
Optical Elements or 

limiting the Field of View 



The Angle of Refraction 
is a function of Glass’s 
Refraction Index and 

Wavelength 

Partially Fixed by 
using different 

Refraction Indices of 
material 



A lens, of diameter D, will bring Light ‘plane waves’ to a very 
small point, called the focus  

If : S2= infinity then  S1 = f 



Diff Spot Size = 2.44 λ f/D = 2.44 λ F#

Where  f is the Focal Length, D is the Diameter, in the same units as f, and λ 
is the wavelength of Light 

Diffraction Spot Size is defined as the first Dark Ring Diameter 

Unobstructed Airy Pattern 









α = D/(2 f) radians 

F# = f/D 



Diff Spot Size:  FW = 2.44 λ F# 

α = D/(2 f) radians 

Then : 

½ CFZ = FW/(2 α)  CFZ = FW/α  CFZ= (2.44 λ F# 2 f )/ D 

CFZ = 4.88 λ F# 2  

where CFZ  and λ are in meters and F is the Focal Ratio 

F# = f/D 



F# = f/D 

Diff Spot FWHM: 
FWHM = 1.02 λ F# 

α = D/(2 f) radians 

Then : 

½ CFZ = FWHM/(2 α)  CFZ = FWHM/α  CFZ= (1.02 λ F# 2 f )/ D 

CFZ = 2.02 λ F# 2  

where CFZ  and λ are in meters and F is the Focal Ratio 

Using the FWHM Diffraction 
Spot Size 







NCFZ = .00225 Seeing τ.5 f2/D 

Where Seeing in arc-sec, τ as percent of Error, f the focal length in mm, 
D the Objective Diameter in mm and NCFZ in micro-meters 

The τ factor allows the user to enter the allowed error of the Airy disk  
which is ‘blurred’ by the Seeing conditions 

At perfect focus, you get the diffraction limited spot plus seeing.  Thus, at 
perfect focus the spot you get is the Airy disk blurred (convolved) by seeing, 
which is larger than either the Airy disk or seeing by itself.  That spot is the 
limiting case for perfect focus.  The “τ“ in the NCFZ formula is actually the 
percentage error relative to that ideal absolute minimum spot size, and as 
said, that minimum spot size includes both the Airy disk and seeing. 

                email correspondence with Jeff Winter, GoldAstro 



At the Focal Plane, the ‘Resolved Stars’, 
using the Rayleigh definition, are : 

Fs =1.22 λ F#   = 1.22 λ (f/D) 

~75% 

~98% 



‘α’ is the Light Cone Half Angle and β the Seeing, both Radians 

α = D/(2 f) radians β = Seeing 2 π/(3600 360) radians 



fm = f 10-3    mm to m 

Fs = β fm/2  ½ the ‘Blur’ Circle of the stars 

ΔL = Fs/α    ½ the CFZ

NCFZwsr = 2 ΔL 106  the New Critical Focus Zone with Seeing 

Simplifying: 

NCFZwsr = .0097 Seeing f2/D 

where Seeing in arc-sec, f the focal Length in mm, D the 
Objective diameter in mm and NCFZwsr in micrometers 



NCFZ = 0.00225 · θFWHM  · √τ · A · F 2 

Where  θFWHM is the Total Seeing in arc seconds, τ is the allowed error, A the  
Aperture in mm, and F is the focal ratio  






